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Reminder: The Research Details

Step 1 (Deep Listening)
Qualitative Research

Why: to identify what should 
be asked in the survey key 

town officials

When: From Nov18 - Dec18

Who: All Task Force members

For this effort, members of the task force conducted 15+ scheduled interviews 
across many sectors of our town: Commerce, Culture/History, Youth/Education, 
Housing, Human Resources, Law Enforcement, Politics, Religion. 

Additionally, since our inception, members of the task force have had several other 
anecdotal conversations with town residents, volunteers, and employees.

The task force has had presentations on findings from research/work done by:
• Lynnaija Brevard, President of the Fairfield Equity Coalition (12/15/20)
• Ken Barone, Project Manager Connecticut Racial Profiling Prohibition Project 

(CTRP3) on behalf of the Institute for Municipal and Regional Policy at Central 
Connecticut State University (1/5/21)

And, let’s not forget, task force members are digging into other survey research results 
and reviewing town charters and historical documents.



What we heard
Findings from the

Deep Listening Interviews

A Qualitative Research Caveat:

These Deep Listening Interviews were 
intended to develop insight and direction 
rather than quantitatively precise or 
absolute measures. By reason of the 
special recruitment methods employed, 
and the objectives themselves, it needs to 
be reiterated that our work was 
exploratory in nature. The findings are 
not, nor were they ever intended to be, 
projectable to any larger population. They 
were developed for the purpose of 
qualitative insight and should be reviewed 
in a qualitative rather than quantitative 
frame of reference.



Key findings: We do not have racial equity and we 
face some major hurdles
● Racism exists in Fairfield (individual, interpersonal, institutional and structural)

● There are concerns that there’s a lack of transparency about these issues within 
our  town’s government

● There is skepticism about this task force’s ability to effect change



This task force can do something about it, but will it 
help?
● A motivational quote from one interviewee:

“Be a leader in the State – Fairfield needs to be proactive.” 

● A worrisome quote from an interviewer’s notes: 

“There was very little confidence that the effort that is being made by the Task 
Force will yield a major shift. Because these attitudes are ingrained and cannot 

change overnight.” 



Most town leaders seem willing to have the difficult conversations
● Many are aware of: 

○ The lack of focus given to racial equity/justice in the past

○ Residents’ racial biases (known and unknown) -- and the “touchiness” of the 
subject (i.e., white fragility)

○ The homogenous nature of this town

■ Black and brown people “stand out” in Fairfield; skin color, in some cases,  
unfairly/inaccurately signifies that someone is not from Fairfield



It seems the “status quo” has worked in a town that is 
majority white

● Our town’s history/narrative is clearly example of that (e.g., our Town’s seal)

● The response to racial issues, if/when they’ve popped up, has been reactive 
rather than proactive – fighting fires or putting band-aids on the problem



People of color want to be heard;
They want their stories recognized/validated
● Racial incidents do occur in town. For example:

○ Students have seen the “N” word written on bathroom walls; heard other students refer 
to them the same way (on video no less)

○ Parents have challenged discipline for bullying and treatment of victims of bullying as 
being different for students of color

○ People of color have been charged with breaching the blight ordinance, by an accuser 
with a prejudicial motivation

○ People of color should receive same restaurant service as white people

○ Black residents have felt they are more “watched” by our police than white residents

○ Black homeowners in town have been assumed to be “the nanny” or from Bridgeport



Other themes
● Systemic racism is a web: educational issues arise because there are housing issues, housing 

issues arise because of economics, etc.

○ Residents voice concerns about impact of housing initiatives on property values and/or 
neighborhood safety

● Equity/diversity training is a part of some systems but not all (licensing/union requirements a 
factor for some, time/budget constraints a factor for some)

● There are concerns about other marginalized groups 

○ Racism is one thing, so is Sexism and anti-Semitism



Issues specific to Fairfield’s Administration
● Some staff acknowledged they may not be sensitive to racial equity & justice issues

○ Issues may not be brought to supervisors

○ There are few internal conversations addressing REJ issues within departments

○ Town administrator reported no racial issues reported; only sexism and Antisemitism

● Racial equity and justice see issues in hiring practices; pay competitiveness impacts hiring

○ FYI: The health department has a plan than includes cultural competency goals as it relates to service access 
and delivery

○ There’s an affinity bias in hiring

○ Limited range in recruitment

○ 90% of employees are union -- so promotions and retention done with union cooperation

■ Net advice from interviewee(s): There’s a need for a review of town employment policies

■ Net advice from interviewee(s): There’s an intersection with the ethics review committee that needs to be explored

■ Net advice from interviewee(s): There’s a lack of racial equity groups to work in cooperation with to accomplish goals

■ Net advice from interviewee(s): We need to align this task force’s mission with process for making improvements

■ Net advice from interviewee(s): The language in town policy needs to be reviewed for bias



Issues specific to Education
● There is input coming in from groups like the Fairfield Equity Coalition and Fairfield Education 

Committee for Antiracism collaboration

● Some teachers are working individually to build units on equity/justice

○ There is a lack of greater teacher commitment to these issues (professional development 
time/dollars is limited

○ There’s a desire to conduct ongoing curriculum reviews with this lens

● There are differences in the education experience in town based on location/neighborhoods:

○ A focus on the needs of the McKinley district is critical

○ There’s a disparity in the busing experience in more vs less populated areas

○ There’s a difference in student/parent’s ability to access to programs/services based on 
socio-economic realities (e.g., library hours)



Issues specific to Law Enforcement
● There’s anecdotal evidence of more police involvement with people of color

● Fairfield Police “exceed state requirements for self monitoring procedures”

● There’s a need for more diverse members of the police force

○ Perception vs. reality (one town representative said they’d never had a bad police report)

● Racially charged issues have been raised about police

○ Net advice from interviewee(s): Need community outreach/review of policy and more 
transparency

○ Net advice from interviewee(s): It would be helpful to increase racial equity and justice 
awareness within the police department

○ Net advice from interviewee(s): Police must have a voice in the police policy decisions



Issues specific to the History/Culture of Fairfield 
● The history museum helps shape history within Fairfield curriculum

● There is no written history about non-white people who have lived in Fairfield

● There are no books on African Americans in CT or Fairfield

● There’s a need for more accurate information on Native American history in 
Fairfield

○ Net advice from interviewee(s): Revise town seal to more accurately reflect 
what transpired



Blueprint suggestions
To consider for inclusion

● Create programming to raise awareness of 
racism/racial biases in our town and among our 
residents

● Help people understand the value a diverse 
community brings to all

● Commission a historian to research, track and report 
on the history of Black, Native and other non-white 
populations in Town

● Redesign our town’s seal to accurately reflect our 
history and/or our desired future

● Focus on employee recruiting to grow diversity in our 
municipal bodies (e.g., our police force), moving 
beyond referral hiring and the related affinity bias

● Work in tandem with the town’s Ethics Review 
Committee (determine if there’s overlap) and the 
Cultural Diversity Task Force (is this a current body?)


